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The definitive test is a blood test to determine DNA characteristics associated with DNA 
sequencing from Strands 10 to 16 usually. The "Sporadic" or "Familiar" determination is just the 
beginning of any MTC specialist's outline for the treatment you as the patient will need.  
 
At the Thyca Conference, it was explained by the World's leading Research experts. 
From MD Anderson, Dr Gilbert Cote, explained, that just because you can get a good family 
history, it really means nothing. 
The "First" DNA mutation, can occurred as a result of "one sperm" (testes) having the genetic 
mutation and the Father completely free of any and all disease and DNA defect.  
The Testes (sperm) was tested from thousands of subjects. Of the hundreds of sperm from the 
same subject, totally free of MTC, one sperm can contain the genetic MTC mutation. 
The child of that one in a thousand will have absolutely no family history and be the "Patient 
ONe".  
The Children of "Patient ONe", will have a 50/50 chance of receiving the one DNA mutation 
from the parent, "Patient ONe".  
The Blood test is standard protocol to test for the Genetic form, as of 2009. If your Doctor does 
not know this, get a new Doctor ASAP.  
 
The Genetic forms have health concerns outside of the thyroid, and need additional testing, 
according to the Genetic mutation. Each Familiar MTC patient, needs to know the RET, and the 
characteristics of the RET.  
 
Now, Sporadic's, like me, also need an additional test, done on the tumor. The reason for the 
tumor RET testing, after you know if you are Sporadic or Familiar, is due to further mutations as 
the MTC is left untreated and most Sporadic's are found at Stage IV, like me. 
I have RET 918 on my tumors and I am Sporadic.  
 
RET 918 is one of the most aggressive forms. Knowing your RET will help the doctors shape a 
treatment plan. Some RET's grow slower. Some RET's cause intestinal problems. Some RET's 
include adrenal gland problems that can be life threatening.  
 
Get the Genetic blood testing first. If you are Sporadic, then get the tumor slide from surgery 
further tested to see if the tumor has mutated to mirror a genetic form.  
 
The Chemo drugs in research and the one and only drug FDA approved, Vandentinib, were 
geared towards the most aggressive RET's to stop growth.  
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